To celebrate my book *Tiptop Crisscrosses*, this puzzle's 48 entries all contain either TIP or TOP (possibly ignoring spacing). Here's a solving tip: start at the top.

5 LETTERS

- ATOPY
- ON TOP
- Q-TIPS
- STIPE
- TIPSY
- TOPES
- ZZ TOP

6 LETTERS

- TOPHER
- TOPPER
- UTOPIA

7 LETTERS

- HARDTOP
- HILLTOP
- NETI POT
- PALMTOP
- PIT STOP
- ROLLTOP
- ROOFTOP
- TIPLER
- TIPTOED
- TREETOP

8 LETTERS

- ANTIPOPE
- DYSTOPIA
- FOUR TOPS
- POTIPHAR
- STOCK TIP
- STOP DEAD
- TIPSTERS
- TOPPINGS
- TOP SHAPE

9 LETTERS

- AUTO PARTS
- CARROT TOP
- CENTIPEDE
- PATTI PAGE
- PHOTOPLAY
- STEAK TIPS
- TRUCK STOP

10 LETTERS

- FELT-TIP PEN
- PROTOPLASM
- PUT OPTIONS
- SUDDEN STOP

11 LETTERS

- CASH STIPEND
- EMIL ZATOPEK
- "I GO TO PIECES"
- "ODE TO PSYCHE"
- TOMATO PUREE
- TOM STOPPARD

12 LETTERS

- ARISTOPHANES
- PAY TOP DOLLAR
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